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1.INTRODUCTION 

   Latches and flip-flops  are the basic elements for 

storing information. One latch or flip-flop can store 

one bit of information. The main difference between 

latches and flip-flops is that for latches, their 

outputs are constantly affected by their inputs as 

long as the enable signal is asserted. In other words, 

when they are enabled, their content changes 

immediately when their inputs change. Flip-flops, on 

the other hand, have their content  change only 

either at the rising or falling edge of the enable 

signal. This enable signal is usually the controlling 

clock signal. After the rising or falling edge of the 

clock, the flip-flop content remains constant even if 

the input changes. There are basically four main 

types of latches and flip-flops: SR, D, JK, and T. The 

major differences in these flip-flop types are the 

number of inputs they have and how they change 

state. 

1.1 Requirements Of Flip Flop Design 

   Flip-flops (FFs) are the basic storage elements used 

extensively in all kinds of digital designs. In 

particular, digital designs nowadays often adopt 

intensive pipelining techniques and employ many 

FF-rich modules such as register file, shift register, 

and first in first out. It is also estimated that the 
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ABSTRACT 

Flip Flops are critical timing elements in digital circuits which have large impact 

on circuit speed and power consumption. The parameters to be considered while 

designing a flip flop is power and delay. The proposed Twin Dynamic pulsed 
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TANNER EDA tools. 
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power consumption of the clock system, which 

consists of clock distribution networks and storage 

elements, is as high as 50% of the total system 

power. FFs thus contribute a significant portion of 

the chip area and power consumption to the overall 

system design.The requirements of designing a flip 

flop are as follows. 

 Minimum flip flop overhead ,small clk-q 

delay,small setup time,small hold time 

 Minimum power 

 High driving capability 

 Cross talk sensitivity 

 Small load on clock to improve the 

performance of clock and reduce the power 

of clock 

2.EXISTING METHODS 

2.1 POWER PC 602 FLIPFLOP 

      In order to overcome the problem of distributing 

several clock signals and avoid the problems caused 

by clock skew, a NORA-CMOS introduced a 

technique called True Single Phase Clock (TSPC) 

CMOS circuit technique TSPC flip-flops have the 

advantage of single clock distribution, , high speed 

and no clock skew. It show implementation of eight-

transistor positive edge-triggered D flip-flop using 

split-output TSPC latches. 

 
Fig. 1  Schematic of Power PC 602 Flip Flop 

This structure occupies smaller area and lower 

number of clocked transistors . The drawback  is that 

some nodes in are not fully driven to VDD or 

GND.The Fig. 1  is the circuit diagram of Power PC 

602 FlipFlop. This is known as static flip flops.  

2.2 SEMI DYNAMIC FLIPFLOP(SDFF) 

The circuit shown in the Fig. 2 consists of a 

dynamic frontend and a static backend. It samples 

input signal D and produces output signal QB, which 

is the complement of D. During the falling edge of 

clock CLK, the flip flop enters the precharge phase. 

At that time X is precharged high, disabling Q from 

the input stage. The static latch inverter holds the 

previous logic level of Q and QB.  Since CKD is also 

low during precharge phase, node S remains high 

holding keeping transistor N1 on. If input D is low 

then node X remain high.Node Q would either 

remain low or will be discharged through transistors 

N4 and N5, driving QB high. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Schematic of Semi Dynamic Flip Flops(SDFF) 

3.PROPOSED METHOD 

3.1 TWIN DYNAMIC PULSED HYBRID FLIP 

FLOP(TDFF) 

The circuit diagram of Twin Dynamic Hybrid Flip 

Flop (TDFF) is shown in Fig. 3. QB in the output is 

inverted by INV2, has the output as Q. So the 

output Q is again inverted and causes error when 

it’s connected to QB. 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic of Twin Dynamic Pulsed Hybrid Flip 

Flop(TDFF) 

In TDFF architecture the node X1 is pseudo-dynamic 

structure, having a weak inverter as a keeper, 

whereas, compared with other flipflop architecture 

which have node X2 as purely dynamic. A  shutoff 

mechanism is provided at the frontend whereas 

conditional one in XCFF. The operation of the flip-

flop is being divided into two phases.The first phase 

is evaluation phase, during which CLK is high, and   

the second is precharge phase, during which CLK is 
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low. The actual latching occurs during the overlap of 

CLK and CLKB at the time of  evaluation phase. Node 

X1 is discharged through NM0 which switches the 

state of the inverter pair INV1 and INV2 causing 

node X1 to go high and output QB to discharge 

through NM4. The lower  level at the node X1 is 

retained by the inverter pair INV1and INV2 and  no 

latching occurs during the other phase of evaluation 

and so, node X2 is held high throughout the 

evaluation period by the PMOS transistor. While CLK 

goes low, the circuit is in precharge phase and node 

X1 is pulled high through PM0, switching the state of 

INV1 and INV2. 

During this period node X2 is not driven by 

any transistor and dynamically it stores the charge. 

The outputs at node QB maintain their voltage levels 

through inverter pairs. If D is zero then, node X1 

remains high and node X2 is pulled low through 

NM2 when CLK goes high. Thus, node QB is goes 

high through PM2. At the end of the evaluation 

phase, as the CLK falls low, node X1 remains high 

and X2 stores the charge dynamically. The structure 

exhibits negative setup time since the short 

transparency period defined by the overlap of CLK 

and CLKB allows the data to be sampled even after 

the rising edge of the CLK before CLKB falls low. 

3.2 TWIN DYNAMIC PULSED HYBRID FLIP FLOP 

WITH EMBEDDED  LOGIC MODULE(TDFF-ELM) 

   Many functions have been embedded into the 

proposed flip flop architecture to analyze the 

performance of the structure in terms of power and 

speed. SDFF has a fast non inverting output and a 

slow inverting output, whereas the proposed flip 

flop architecture has a fast inverting output and a 

slow non inverting output. The comparison of delay 

of, inverting and non inverting outputs were 

considered for SDFF and the proposed architecture. 

AND, OR functions and a two-input multiplexer were 

embedded into both the designs by replacing the 

respective PDN structures shown in  Fig. 4 . It is used 

to reduce pipeline overhead . 

Since TDFF-ELM performs the function of a 

flip-flop when no logic is embedded into it.The 

performance as a flip-flop is compared with other 

flip-flops along with TDFF. TDFF-ELM was designed 

using three inverters for generating sampling 

window. In order to depict the advantages of 

embedding logic in to the flip-flop, the combinations 

of static logic and flip-flop, performing the same 

functions, are also designed. The performance of 

this discrete combination is also analysed and 

compared with the embedded functions. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Embedded Functions (a)AND (b)OR (c)2:1 

Multiplxer 

The structure of the proposed Twin dynamic node 

hybrid flip-flop with logic embedding capability 

(DDFF-ELM) is shown in Fig. 5. Note that in the new 

model, the transistor driven by the data input is 

replaced by the PDN and the clocking scheme in the 

frontend is changed. The reason for this in clocking 

is the charge sharing, which becomes uncontrollable 

as the number of NMOS transistors in the stack 

increases. The same reason makes XCFF also 

incapable of embedding complex logic functions. In 

order to get a clear picture of the charge sharing in 

XCFF , it was simulated with different embedded 

functions. 

 
 

Fig. 6  Schematic of Twin Dynamic Pulsed Hybrid Flip 

Flop with embedded logic module(TDFF-ELM) 

4. SIMULATION RESULTS 

4.1 TWIN DYNAMIC PULSED HYBRID FLIP FLOP 

TDFF is the proposed flip flop structure and the 

waveform is shown in the Fig. 7.The inputs given to 
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the circuit are CLK and D and their respective 

outputs are Q and QB. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7 Output waveform of TDFF 

4.2 TWIN DYNAMIC PULSED HYBRID FLIP FLOP 

WITH ELM 

Embedded logic module in implemented in 

TDFF and the inputs given are CLK and D and their 

corresponding outputs are Q and QB shown in the 

Fig. 8. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8  Output waveform of TDFF-ELM 

From the simulation results it is clearly understood 

that Twin Dynamic pulsed     hybrid flip flop(TDFF)  

module has minimum power consumption and delay 

so it is shows better efficiency when embedded logic 

module is implemented in it. 

4.3 COMPARISON TABLE 

TABLE I: COMPARISON OF FLIP FLOPS 

 

 

 

 

 

The comparison TABLE I shows the comparison of 

number of transistors,total power and minimum 

data to Q  delay. 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

5.1 CONCLUSION  

    A new low power TDFF and a novel TDFF-ELM are 

proposed and comparison of the proposed flip-flop 

with the conventional flip-flops showed that it 

exhibits lower power dissipation along with 

comparable speed performances. By eliminating the 

charge sharing, the revised structure of the 

proposed flip-flop, TDFF-ELM, is capable of 

efficiently incorporating complex logic in to the flip-

flop with minimum delay.The power delay product is 

greatly reduced in the proposed method while 

comparing with all other flip flop structures. 

5.2 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

    The efficiency of the flip-flop and the ELM will 

show better efficiency by using it in the design of 4-b 

synchronous counter and a 4-b Johnson up-down 

counter. It shows that the proposed architectures 

are well suited for modern high performance 

designs where area, delay-overhead, and power 

dissipation are of major concern. 
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